**UROC Research Conference/Poster Session**  
**Monday, August 6th**  
**Student Union, North Ballroom**  
**1:00 PM – 3:00 PM**

**Student Poster Set-up**
- **12:00 PM** Students will start pinning up their posters.
- Please take photos before 1:00 pm because there isn’t time to take pictures with posters afterwards.
- The posters are organized by research program and alphabetically within the program.

**Poster Session from 1-3 PM**
- 1:00 PM - the session opens and Dr. Andrew Huerta welcomes students and attendees.
- The UROC photographer will be taking general photos of presentations and attendees.
- 3:00 PM – Dr. Huerta will close the session and direct the students to take their posters down as soon as possible because the air-wall between the north and south ballroom will be closed.
- Move out of the ballroom into the north ATRIUM to take any additional photographs.

**MAKE SURE THE AREA BETWEEN THE NORTH AND SOUTH BALLROOM IS CLEAR** for the air wall closure by 3:15! The closure is necessary because Facilities Management must take the poster boards down right away.

Thank you!